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THE KING IS DEAD. LONG LIVE THE KING.

The media industry is morphing as it adapts to online consumption habits of consumers looking to combine 
the best of print and digital. Quality journalism is delivered across multiple platforms. Mobile device users scan 
for interactive content and commentary. Print content is edited and redeployed as online or social content. The 
decline in print ads is offset by a rise in targeted online marketing.

We have now entered a new era of media

in this so-called ‘second media age,’ the relationship between consumers and newspapers has also shifted. 
it is no longer a one-way, command and control model of communication. now it includes feedback and 
contribution loops allowing consumers a greater say in what is covered and in some cases, providing them 
with a role in the production of news. Traditional newsrooms have evolved into integrated publishing houses 
and reporters are expected to rework and republish stories several times a day online and eventually for print. 

There is more pressure to publish while advertising is generating less revenue. More platforms are seeking 
content and consumers hold onto an expectation that online content should be free. asia censorship efforts 
are well-developed and ever-changing. Technological leaps are creating online subscribers overnight. and 
competition is high for readers, advertisers, breaking news stories and headlines. 

Welcome to the new era of media in Asia

in this white paper, we detail the challenges and changes within the media industry in asia and what this 
means for public relations practitioners across the region.

ABOUT KREAB GAVIN ANDERSON

Kreab Gavin anderson is a leading communications consultancy with a global reach. 

We help our clients solve complicated and demanding communications issues that can have an impact on 
their futures. With operations in 25 countries and over 400 experienced consultants, we provide independent 
and strategic advice on high-stakes financial, corporate and public affairs communications. 

We base our advice on a solid history of serving both private and public clients in financial and professional 
services, energy, mining, manufacturing, healthcare, technology and many other industries.

For more information on how changing the changing media landscape in asia may impact your clients or 
your business, contact us at www.KreabGavinanderson.com or Twitter @KGahkg 



THE NEW YORK TIMES 

BEcAME THE SEcOND 

MOST-READ US DAILY 

NEWSpApER IN MAY 2013, 

WITH A cIRcULATION OF 

OVER 1 MILLION

THE FIGURE WAS 

BOOSTED BY 325,000 

NEW DIGITAL READERS 

THAT WERE ADDED 

SINcE A pAYWALL WAS 

INTRODUcED IN 20111

1 Primarily driven by the 42% fall in newspaper advertising in the usa from 2007  
  to 2012 –“ newspapers still soar in asia.” My Paper [Bangkok], 4 June 2013

resulting in production cost increase without a marked 
improvement in subscribers. all the while publishers rely on 
advertisers to provide print ads, video, infographics, links to 
social media and more. 

paywalls

To combat the declining revenue, many newspapers have 
introduced paywalls which charges readers a fee in order to 

access articles online. south China Morning 
Post, The Wall street Journal asia and 
singapore Press holdings are three examples 
that have introduced such paywalls. 

despite an initial resistance, paywalls have 
generally proved successful. “The general 
impression was that it would be impossible to 
reverse the culture of free (online) content,” 
said Gilles demptos of the World association 
of newspapers and news Publishers at the 
65th World newspaper Congress in Bangkok 
this year. “The great news is, that is changing 
dramatically.” 

Newsroom Integration 

Newsrooms have evolved significantly over the last decade. 
The interactive relationship between the reader, the news 
outlet and the reporter has evolved into an integrated 
newsroom, and news coverage is changing and shifting 
towards specialized news.

across wires services, print and trade publications, 
journalists are expected to maintain followers on Twitter and 
post updates to their stories online, especially with fast-
moving or late-breaking news. in hong Kong and China it 
is normal for a journalist to snap photos in the midst of a 
press conference and print reporters have also been known 
to bring along video camera crews in order to capture an 
interview and create an online experience for readers. 

Many newspapers already offer great websites that provide 
rich, multi-media content including features, investigative 

FROM pASSIVE TO INTERAcTIVE: 
INTEGRATING pRINT & ONLINE 

The biggest challenge facing the news industry is a vicious 
Catch 22: print circulation and print advertising is declining. 
Globally, newspaper advertising revenue has declined 22% 
since 2008. This was first driven by classified advertisements 
moving online – the historic profit leader for newspapers – 
followed by advertisers paying less when print 
circulation declined, thus decreasing the impact 
of the medium. digital readership, meanwhile, 
has increased pressure on publishing 
companies to find the right model for paid online 
readership.

To address this paradox, publications are 
blending content across both print and digital 
editions. Wired magazine’s iPad version offers 
articles, infographics, video and more. isnap 
for mobile allows newspaper readers to scan 
a symbol with their phones and activate multi-
media content online. By employing interactivity, 
print publications can sell blended content: a 
print ad for beer links to the latest commercial 
and airline ads link to tour promotions. in asia, 
this technology is used in Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
China, Myanmar and indonesia.

Reader Engagement and the Business Model

Incorporating multi-media content significantly increases 
engagement with news brands, and interaction with different 
forms of content improves comprehension and retention. 
suddenly, passive reading is transformed into an interactive 
experience. 

This changing engagement model has challenged the 
traditional business model of the major publishing houses. 
how do you provide additional content without additional 
fees? early models required iPad readers to pay a fee per 
magazine subscription. Today print subscribers receive 
online or iPad versions free of charge with their subscriptions 
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articles and thoughtful analysis. China daily now has specialized editions 
for different regions of the world, and its website offers  multi-media content 
accessible on multiple devices.

MEANWHILE IN ASIA 

While the asian market carries similarities to the overall global trend, it has 
some distinctive features which sets it apart. unlike in usa or europe where 
newspaper circulation has plummeted, circulation is soaring in asia, growing 
nearly 10%  per year. and with 67 out of the world’s 100 top selling daily 
newspapers based in asia, it’s intriguing that almost half of today’s internet 
users are located in asia, a nine-fold increase since 2000. 

asia, however, scores second to last place in penetration rates (at 27.5%) a 
statistic that is increasing with mobile connectivity. it is forecasted that the 
region will add nearly half of all new connections by 2017. in some countries, 
penetration rates exceed 100% and in hong Kong and Macau it is estimated 
that each person owns at least two phones. Critics expect that in five to ten 
years, asia will be confronted with the same problem as the West: a decline of 
newspapers in circulation, leading to shrinking revenue, dwindling audiences 
and a shift towards online platforms. 

READERSHIp 2.0:  A MORE SOcIAL AUDIENcE 

The global media landscape is not the only factor that has changed.

When it comes to social media and online consumption, asian readership 
distinguishes itself from the global audience. according to a report conducted 
by nielsen, online consumption in rapidly growing in markets such as China 
when compared to the developed world. 

asian readers now increasingly search for news and information via social 
media. Whether it is via Facebook, Twitter or other micro blogs, readers are 
turning towards social media to receive news and information. Forty-five 
percent of the world’s social networkers now reside in Asia-Pacific. 

Today, we are digital multi-taskers adept at using different devices and 
platforms simultaneously. advertisements have also shifted online across 
multiple devices to seek our attention. 

asians are also ‘mobile-centric consumers’. More and more consumers will 
most likely experience media for the first time via smartphones and tablets 
connected to a mobile network. in some markets, mobile already makes 



up 30% of time spent on the 
internet. The use of mobile TV is 
also on the increase, with more 
than 14% in the us and 30% in 
singapore preferring to watch 
TV via mobile or tablet devices. 
Furthermore, it is expected that 
the next generation of consumers 
will shift towards a more mobile 
TV experience.  

a number of factors have 
contributed to these trends 
in asia. in contrast to the 
developed countries, the literacy 
rate is still rising in many of 
the developing nations in asia. 
Growing disposable incomes 
and the perception of prestige 
when reading newspapers to the 
rising circulation of newspapers. 
The lack of online penetration in 
many of the countries is a result 

of people only having access to offline media.

The Importance of consumer Journalism

This ‘second media age’ is about the empowerment of users. 

Consumers create newsworthy information that are useful 
for the news stations. Given the increase in mobile device 
usage, news outlets obtain and use images and information 
that would be otherwise difficult to receive. The user 
generated content that came out of the 2008 Mumbai attack 
helped newspapers get a better overview of what was 
happening on the ground and the information “helped to build 
up a rapidly evolving picture of a confusing situation” (BBC 
2008). it has created a citizens journalism where the public 
is able to influence decision making, connect to people with 
a common shared goal and mobilize large groups around a 
specific cause. 

2 “newspapers still soar in asia.” My Paper [Bangkok], 4 June 2013
3  internet World stats - www. internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
4 “The rise of the digital Multi-tasker.” KPMG digital. KPMG international, 2013. 
   Web, 5 June 2013.

TRUST SOcIAL MEDIA?

IN A MORE REGULATED 

ENVIRONMENT WHERE 
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have started to increase media restrictions. 

a common strand that is apparent in the region is the close link 
between media and politics. in nearly every country, the government 
oversees or regulates media directly or indirectly. if a media outlet is 
not owned by the government, owners are often former members of 
the national party or related to them. in these countries, the media 
is used as a mouthpiece for the governments’ or owners’ opinion, 
making it a less reliable news source. 

Mainly Free Media Markets 

The developed nations of hong Kong, Japan and south Korea score 
relatively high in the list of media freedom6 with Japan falling more 
than 22 places, due to its failure to reform its exclusive Kisha press 
club system and its actionas in excluding independent and foreign 
journalists in the wake of the Fukushima nuclear power plant incident. 
south Korea’s ranking declined year-over-year due to increasing 
restrictions that resulted in more arrests, blocked websites and 
general censorship surrounding the north Korea regime.

even if hong Kong has not fallen as severly as Japan or south Korea, 
the country is subject to Beijing’s pressure and influence over its 
news, publishing and film-making. Hong Kong journalists have been 
restricted when covering events in Chinese mainland and even with 
accreditation, journalists are subject to surveillance, threats, beatings 

Citizens across asia are increasingly voicing their 
opinions via social media platforms and micro blogs. 
despite the potential risk of facing imprisonment, many 
are motivated to influence the masses and open up a 
dialogue with the government. Chinese citizens have 
been able to in rare cases. For instance, upgrades to 
air-quality monitoring in shanghai, the release of a 
petitioner from a labour camp and an investigation into 
a labour activist’s death were all due to public outcries 
made on online forums. 

ASIA AND ITS RULES: 
REGULATION, RANKINGS AND DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM 

changing Rules & Regulations 

The Asia Pacific region experienced a general decline 
in the media freedom in 2013 with only three countries 
ranking in the top 25% and 15 taking up the bottom 45 
places. Overall, Asia Pacific scored 42.25 in the media 
freedom index.

The media environment ranges from developed and 
‘mainly free’ countries to developing and ‘extremely 
restricted’ countries. While some countries are 
beginning to loosen their grip with the media, others 

5 score from zero to 100 in which zero stands for total respect for the freedom of media.
6 Based on the Press Freedom index 2013, published by the reporters Without Borders.  
  The list ranges between 1 and 179.
7 “indonesia.” Freedom house, 2013. Web, 11 June 2013.
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and occasional jailing, as was seen during the “Jasmine 
revolution” in shanghai and Beijing which occurred in 
February 2011. 

high-speed internet access and penetration has resulted in a 
familiar dilemma for south Korea and Japan: a deteriorating 
number of newspapers in circulation and the 
shift towards news from online platforms. 

Varying Degree of censorship 

in many southeast asian countries – both 
developing and developed – the media is 
heavily regulated. online access is restricted 
largely due to low levels of infrastructure, with 
some southeast asian countries investing 
heavily to bridge the digital divide. 

• While Thailand, indonesia and Burma each 
suffer from low levels of internet access, 
these countries have grand plans for the 
future. in 2011 indonesia, launched a us$9.2 
billion plan for broadband deployment, with 
an aim to increase the broadband penetration 
rate from 3% to 30% by 20147; 

• Burma’s government has allowed greater press freedom 
and promoted internet usage as part of the modernization 
reforms after decades of military rule; 

• in Thailand, the government has announced a 20 billion 
baht investment for the development of a nationwide high-
speed internet network for over the next five years;

• Cambodia, Malaysia, Philippines and singapore have no 
plans to enhance online access for their population at the 
moment. 

Countries with the lowest percentage of internet access are 
likely to fear the impact of the internet the most. in Cambodia 

only 3.1% of the population had internet access in 2011 
and its population mainly receives news from state-owned 
broadcasting channels. The Cambodian government fears 
the internet’s potential as an open medium to voice public 
discontent. despite its efforts to control it, the internet has 
proven a useful tool for change.

This year, the singapore government 
announced a new license scheme where  
online media outlets must apply for a license to 
continue their operations. While the new ruling 
only applies to websites based in singapore, 
the plan is to include foreign websites that offer 
information to the singaporean public. The 
scheme sparked heated debates and public 
outrage about restrictions to freedom. since 
introduced in June, only yahoo singapore has 
put up the $50,000 performance bond, hoping 
to gain a better access and cooperation8. 
With the introduction of these new rules and 
regulations, singapore is regarded as the 
worst country among the developed nations 

when it comes to media freedom.

Extremely Restricted Media Markets

developing nations in asia are the most authoritarian 
states and these include Laos, Vietnam, China and north 
Korea. under close collaboration, these countries regulate 
their media to ensure that governments are in complete 
control. north Korea scores the worst, as internet access 
is only granted to high-end officials and the public can only 
access nationwide intranet. The state-owned offline media 
is continuously used by the government to repel all news 
except that which informs the population about the one-party 
regime’s power.

8 ning, Teh shi. “singapore to regulate online news Websites from June 1.” 
  The Business Times [singapore] 29 May 2013: Print.
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Big Brother is Watching: china and its copycats 

Media is alive and well in China. The nation has the largest internet 
population in the world with 564 million people online and it is 
forecast to grow to 701 million by 2015. China is also the world’s 
second largest newspaper industry. despite the increasing trend 
of online (China’s internet population rose 10% in 2012 and its 
consumers spent 1.9 billion hours a day online in 2011, up 60% 
from 20099) newspaper circulation remains strong. 

under the backdrop of the extreme media restrictions, heavy 
regulation and intense monitoring and screening, China has been 
able to open access to the internet by allowing its population to 
use certain social media and search platforms. Certain keywords 
however, are either banned, censored or redirected. For example 
a keyword search of ‘4 of June’ is directed to events occurring that 
day other than to Tiananmen square. 

Journalists in China are regularly given guidelines on politically 
sensitive topics and certain words which they should avoid. 
Chinese propaganda officials also set the framework on how 
reporting should be done. And while for the most part, financial 
media has been spared, last month China introduced a new 
directive urging journalists to start painting China’s economic future 
in a brighter light. The government is hoping to restore confidence 
in China’s economy by using the media as an advocate of its 
policies. 

China, with one of the most sophisticated content-filtering internet 
regime in the world, is not only able to bend technology to its own 
purpose, but also makes it a profitable business by selling it to 
other authoritarian states. according to a special report by the 
economist, China’s internet “resembles a fenced-off playground 
with paternalistic guards”. 

China’s most powerful censorship tool is the “Great Firewall,” one 
of the most technically sophisticated internet filtering systems in 
the world. it is believed that this system, invented to block foreign 

THE MEDIA INDUSTRY IN cHINA

39 NEWSpApER GROUpS

1,928 NEWSpApERS IN 
cIRcULATION

46.74 BILLION NEWSpApER 
cOpIES SOLD ANNUALLY

TOTAL REVENUE FOR DIGITAL 
pUBLISHING OF 137.79 BILLION 
YUAN AT THE END OF 2011

ONLINE ADVERTISEMENTS OF 
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YUAN BY 2015
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29 JOURNALISTS & 69 NETIzENS 
IMpRISONED IN 2012



9 Michael, david C., Christoph nettesheim and yvonne Zhou. 
  “China’s digital Generations 3.0.” Boston Consulting Group, apr. 2012

websites costs around $160 million. The domestic filtering system, 
“Golden shield”, has an estimated cost of $1.6 billion. Much of 
the deleting is done manually, according to some studies, with an 
estimated work force of 100,000 people. 

according to a harvard study, China does not delete every comment 
criticizing the government but only targets those posts that might 
trigger collective action. 

But while China has its ‘50-cent party’ of web commentators and 
censorship tools, they are giving their netizens a greater degree of 
freedom in order to avoid sparking domestic anger or violence. They 
have, according to the special report, managed to build a ‘cage’ large 
enough for the netizens to explore freely while under the scrutiny of 
the government. 

Laos is known to be one of those countries interested in China’s 
control regime. Given its low literacy rate, the government is still 
in complete control of what news can reach the public. The lack of 
internet control, coupled with the low penetration of internet access 
(9%) has resulted in them turning to China for help. 

Foreign news agencies and journalists face harsh restrictions in 
China as well as in Vietnam where reporters are often constrained 
to the capital. Both offline and online media in Vietnam is state 
controlled and the media is heavily used as a tool “for dissemination 
of party and state policy”.

in May 2013 Vietnam tried to introduce a new ruling, which resulted 
in a heavy international discussion – foreign news agencies were 
forced to pay for a full-time english speaking Vietnamese to censor 
news reports. Currently, news broadcasted by foreign media is aired 
with a 30 minute delay in order for the government to censor critical 
topics. some channels were blocked after refusing to support this 
censorship and many foreign embassies protested this move. after 
several days of bad publicity and public discontent, the rule was 
revoked.
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“It’s all about content and brand”

nick edwards, Business editor at the 
south China Morning Post (sCMP)  
discusses the relationship between 
digital and print and the influence of 
social media. 

“The news world has changed. Today it 
is not so much about delivering breaking 
news, but rather about brand and 
content.”

These are some of insights from nick 
edwards, the newly-appointed business 
editor at hong Kong’s The south China 
Morning Post. edwards is a career 
journalist having previously worked at 
reuters for 17 years. 

“if a newspaper has a strong brand, 
they will have a strong presence. 
newspapers have to think about being 
exclusive and unique and differentiate 
themselves to become the ‘best voice 
for information.’ This goes above 
and beyond the ability to verify and 
contribute news with analysis and 
perspective.” 

“The changes in the media industry 
have also changed the journalist’s role. 
The pressure has increased and their 
tasks extended, as they now have to 
write for both online and offline and all 
the while adapt to different audiences 
and the different life cycles stages an 
article is in.”

“apart from the most obvious advantage of receiving 
quotes from vital key figures, social media has 
exacerbated (time) pressure on the journalists and 
the media: The threat of leaks has increased and 
the glory of exclusives has diminished. news is 
spread much faster and one can no longer hold onto 
exclusives for a day or two but instead, we now need 
to get it out as soon as possible.”

nick spoke about social media and its 
influence on news media. “Twitter and 
its short, concise messages continues 
to enhance the media world as it always 
has with gossip and rumors. What’s 
new is that today social media takes it 
further and is able to influence news 
and turn a rumor into reality. if a rumor 
spreads it can move the share price 
and become a reality. it is then up to 
the newspapers to verify this rumor.” he 
concluded that people today are ever 
more dependent on newspapers to be 
the de facto source of facts. 

nick believes strongly that the future 
will be a hybrid of online and offline 
media, an integrated newsroom and 
that to reach a global audience, it will 
have to be online. “Being online does 
not hurt the newspaper,” nick said 
emphatically, “great stories turn page 
viewers into page subscribers.”  one 
example of this is The economist, 
which has reached a major milestone 
with the highest number of subscribers 
in its history, 50% of which subscribe 
only online. 

When the sCMP introduced its online 
paywall, it gained online readers. “We 
believe having a paywall gives the 
newspaper a stamp of verification 
and certification of quality and trust.”  
nick believes readers expect the most 
trustworthy sources to be kept updated 

and informed. 

as a leading english-language newspaper in hong 
Kong, sCMP is in a unique position to cover China 
and leverage its compelling brand proposition; an 
independent, trusted source of news. 

Nick confided, “It’s exciting to be in the media world 
right now!”

cASE STUDY: THE SOUTH cHINA MORNING pOST

ONLINE VS. OFFLINE: A WIN-WIN 

THE SNOWDEN cOVERAGE 

cONDUcTED BY THE SOUTH 

cHINA MORNING pOST IS A 

GOOD ExAMpLE THAT SAVING 

NEWS FOR pRINT IS ‘OLD 

ScHOOL’. ScMp KEpT READERS 

UpDATED ONLINE WITH 

NEWS AND ARTIcLES ABOUT 

EDWARD SNOWDEN AND ONLY 

LATER pUBLISHED STORIES IN 

pRINT. AS A RESULT, ONLINE 

READERSHIp SKY-ROcKETED 

AND THE NEWSSTAND SALES 

INcREASED DRAMATIcALLY. 

THIS cASE ONLY pROVES HOW 

INTEGRATED ONLINE AND 

OFFLINE MEDIA ARE TODAY.



WHAT NOW? 

Business is looking pretty rosy for many parts of the 
media industry in asia. Print hasn’t suffered from the 
online revolution. internet access and penetration rates 
are increasing. The region is the home of largest mobile 
subscriber population in the world. 

despite the dip asia took in the freedom of media index, 
the region is moving towards a freer media. But how true 
are these actions? Given the region’s history of media 
supression, self-censorship has increased immensely and 
this has the potential to become an even bigger problem as 
countries move towards an open media. With the history 
of violence towards journalists in asia, it will take many 
decades – even a generation – until such fears disappear.

What will become of asia? Will social media take over the 
media industry and lead as the main source of information? 
Will the population, after decades of censorship, take over 
the media? or will the fear of censorship prevail? 

The media landscape is changing across the whole of asia. 
The influence of online and demand for new content are here 
to stay. People will fight to be heard and governments must 
adapt in order to maintain their authority. 

Welcome to the beginning.

THE FUTURE OF NEWS

A GROUNDBREAKING 10-pART SERIES FOR pUBLIc 

TELEVISION, ’THE FUTURE OF NEWS’ IS WHERE THE 

BEST MINDS IN TRADITIONAL AND NEW MEDIA MEET TO 

DIScUSS THE ROLE OF A FREE pRESS IN AN 

EVER-cHANGING DIGITAL DEMOcRAcY.

HOST FRANK SESNO GUIDES WEEKLY cONVERSATIONS 

TO HELp AUDIENcES NAVIGATE THE MAzE OF DIGITAL 

INFORMATION AND ExpLAIN THE FUTURE OF NEWS IN 

THE 21ST cENTURY AND BEYOND. cORRESpONDENT 

SONYA GAVANKAR ExpLORES DIFFERENT WEBSITES 

THAT LOOK AT THE WAYS NEWS IS pRESENTED TODAY.

 GOOGLE, YOUTUBE, AND TWITTER DID NOT ExIST 15 

YEARS AGO WHEN 24-HOUR cABLE NEWS REAcHED 

MORE HOUSEHOLDS THAN DAILY NEWSpApERS. 

TODAY THE DIGITAL GIANTS – ALONG WITH THE WORLD 

WIDE WEB AND THE INTERNET – HAVE pERMANENTLY 

ALTERED THE NEWS MEDIA LANDScApE, cHALLENGING 

TRADITIONAL NEWS MODELS AND REDEFINED WHAT 

NEWS IS AND HOW IT IS DELIVERED. THE DRAMATIc 

DEcLINE OF NEWSpApERS AND MAINSTREAM MEDIA 

GIVES THIS pROGRAM SpEcIAL RELEVANcE FOR 

TODAY’S NEWS cONSUMERS.

LEARN MORE AT NEWSEUM.ORG
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cOVERING THE BUSINESS AND 
FINANcIAL cENTRES OF ASIA pAcIFIc

In Asia Pacific, Kreab Gavin Anderson has a 
market-leading position as a premier corporate 
and financial communications and public affairs 
consultancy. We have offices in Auckland, 
Beijing, canberra, Hong Kong, Melbourne, 
perth, Tokyo, Singapore and Sydney. each 
features senior-level advisors who know how to 
navigate the region’s complex communications 
landscapes. We have a long established network of 
affiliate firms covering India, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
south Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam.


